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Abstract
A MEG based neuroprosthetic system of brain-machine interface \(BMI) was used to train some
paralyzed patients. In this protocol, we will demonstrate how the cortical activity was modulated by the
BMI training.

Introduction
Some previous studies have shown that brain–machine interfaces \(BMIs) can induce plastic changes in
cortical activity. A BMI works by �rst decoding neural activity of the mental action to move the affected
hand, for example, and then by converting the decoded hand movement into that of a robotic
neuroprosthesis. BMIs based on magnetoencephalography \(MEG) sensorimotor cortex signals have
been shown to be su�cient to precisely decode hand movements in real time, even in severely paralyzed
patients simply intending to move the affected hands. Moreover, training to use BMIs induces plastic
changes in cortical activity and, potentially, associated clinical symptoms. Here, we will demonstrate how
to apply the BMI of a neuroprosthetic \(robotic) hand using real-time MEG signals to modulate the
cortical activities and the pain in phantom limb patients. We evaluated the association between changes
in their symptomatic pain and in cortical currents during phantom hand movements.

Reagents
Subjects: Phantom limb patients with pain Inclusion criteria: \(1) pain and phantom sensation in the
upper limb; \(2) no hand or no sensation in the residual hand; \(3) severe paresis with manual muscle
testing \(MMT) score 0–1; and \(4) normal comprehension and intellectual capacity according to the
Japanese Adult Reading Test \(JART-25). **The study adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki and was
performed in accordance with protocols approved by the Ethics Committee of Osaka University Clinical
Trial Center \(no. 12107, UMIN000010180). All patients were informed of the purpose and possible
consequences of this study, and written informed consent was obtained. In �gures, the photo of the
patient was used with the patient’s permission for publication.**

Equipment
1. Visual stimulus presentation system \(Presentation; Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) 2. A
liquid crystal projector \(LVP-HC6800; Mitsubishi Electric, Tokyo, Japan) 3. 160-channel whole-head MEG
equipped with coaxial-type gradiometers housed in a magnetically shielded room \(MEGvision NEO;
Yokogawa Electric Corporation, Kanazawa, Japan) 4. FPGA DAQ boards \(PXI-7854R; National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) 5. PC with MATLAB 2013a \(Mathworks, Natwick, MA, USA) 6. Prosthetic
hand which is able to generate grasping and opening postures

Procedure
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All patients participated in a crossover trial consisting of three experiments on different days \(wash out
period was more than two weeks). Each experiment consisted of three tasks: o�ine task \(pre-BMI), BMI
training, and o�ine task \(post-BMI) \(Figure1)See �gure in Figures section. 1. Take face scan and
�ducial points \(6 points in face and more than 50 points in head) 2. Put EMG electrodes on face and
both forearms \(the signals for eye ball movements and blinks, ECG, �exor digitorum super�cialis and the
extensor digitorum communis) 3. Put the patient into the MEG scanner 4. Start to record MEG signals 5.
After taking 60 seconds of rest, the patients attempted to move their phantom hands at the presented
times. 6. At �rst, the patients were visually instructed regarding the movement type to perform with the
Japanese word for “grasp” or “open."\(Figure 2) See �gure in Figures section. 7. After 1 second, two
sounds and one execution cue sound were given to the subjects as the timing to move their hands. The
execution cues were repeated four times every 5.5s. 8. The procedure 6 and 7 were repeated for 10 times
for each movement types. 9. Repeat 5 to 10 with moving their intact hands \(grasping and opening) 10.
Construct the decoder to control the BMI neuroprosthetic hand using the recorded MEG signals. 11.
Evaluate the pain by McGill Pain questionnaire and visual analog scale \(VAS) 12. Present the prosthetic
hand in the monitor for patient 13. Instruct the patient to control the MEG signals to the online decoder to
control the neuroprosthetic hand by intending to move their phantom hands without moving their actual
bodies for 10 minutes. 14. The patient controlled the prosthetic hand for 10 minutes 15. Evaluate the pain
by McGill Pain questionnaire and VAS and record the patient's report how they felt to move the robot 16.
Repeat from 4 to 9. 17. For the analysis, VBMEG \(variational bayesian multimodal encepharography)
was used with the following parameters: act = 'uniform', a0_act = 100, w = 0.0002, time constance in
twin_meg = 1000, Tperiod = 1000, Tnext = 1000, trial_average = off, �lter condition; common to conditions

Timing
1, 5 mins 2, 5 mins 3 to 8, 15 mins 9, 10 mins 10, 10 mins 11 to 13, 5 mins 14, 10 mins 15, 5 mins 16, 30
mins

Anticipated Results
It will be shown that the BMI training leads to a signi�cant increase of movement information of the
phantom hand in the sensorimotor cortex after the training with the phantom hand decoder that was
trained with the MEG signals during the patient moved their phantom hands. Moreover, the training
signi�cantly increases pain. On the other hand, BMI training to control the prosthetic hand based on the
real hand decoder, which was trained by the MEG signals during the patient moved their intact hands, will
reduce pain with decreased information about phantom hand movements.
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Figures

Figure 1

Experimental protocol A diagram of the tasks in each experiment. First, the patients performed the o�ine
phantom hand task to move their phantom hand according to the instructions. Then, after evaluation of
their pain, BMI training was performed for 10 min. Here, three types of decoders were used to control the
prosthetic hand, each for three experiments. After evaluation of their pain, the same o�ine phantom hand
task was performed. *1For the experiment with the real hand decoder, the patients also performed the
o�ine task with their intact hand after the task with their phantom hand.

Figure 2
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Experimental paradigm of o�ine task An epoch began with a 3-s visual presentation of a black cross. A
Japanese word was shown for 1 s to instruct the subjects which movement to perform. After two 1-s
timing cues, the execution cue of the cross sign was presented for 0.5 s with a sound. The patients
performed the instructed movements once when the execution cue was presented. These cues with
sounds were repeated four times for each instruction. Each of the movement types was assigned in
random order 10 times each.


